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A Comparison of Quantum-Mechanical
Capacitance–Voltage Simulators

C. A. Richter, A. R. Hefner, and E. M. Vogel

Abstract—We have systematically compared the results of an
extensive ensemble of the most advanced available quantum-me-
chanical capacitance–voltage (C–V) simulation and analysis pack-
ages for a range of metal-oxide-semiconductor device parameters.
While all have similar trends accounting for polysilicon depletion
and quantum-mechanical confinement, quantitatively, there is a
difference of up to 20% in the calculated accumulation capacitance
for devices with ultrathin gate dielectrics. This discrepancy leads
to large inaccuracies in the values of dielectric thickness extracted
from capacitance measurements and illustrates the importance of
consistency duringC–V analysis and the need to fully report how
such analysis is done.

Index Terms—Capacitance, effective oxide thickness, gate dielec-
tric, inversion quantization, MOS devices, polysilicon depletion.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT years, the continuing decrease of the gate
dielectric thickness in conventional silicon MOS devices

has made it increasingly difficult to predict capacitance–voltage
(C–V) curves accurately. Thus, predictive TCAD is problem-
atic and likely to be incorrect. Researchers have developed
sophisticated methods to simulateC–V curves [1]–[8], [10],
[11] in an effort to overcome this difficulty. However, there has
been little work comparing the outputs from such simulators to
check their agreement. In an effort to determine the variability
between such simulators, we have acquired an ensemble of five
advanced quantum-mechanical (QM) simulation and analysis
packages and compared their results for a matrix ofC–Vcurves
produced for a range of device parameters.

Currently, one of the most prevalent uses of these QMC–V
simulators is to determine the equivalent oxide thickness (EOT)
of MOS devices made from alternate (high-) dielectrics pro-
posed to replace SiOas the gate dielectric in future MOS tech-
nologies. Finding a replacement gate dielectric is necessary in
order for traditional CMOS scaling to continue, and EOT is a
primary criteria used to assess which materials are technologi-
cally most promising. Thus, it is critical that the interrelation-
ship of QM CV simulators be well characterized to properly
compare EOT extracted from experimentalC–Vcurves.

Traditionally, the thickness,, of the dielectric in an MOS
capacitor was easily found by , where is the
dielectric’s permittivity, is the device area, and is the
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Fig. 1. SimulatedC–V curves accounting for both QM confinement and
poly-Si depletion. Simulated parameters ared = 3.0 nm (2.987 nm for
NEMO [10]), N = 3�10 cm , and N = 5�10 cm . A classical
C–V with no QM confinement or poly-Si depletion and a QMC–V which
accounts for QM confinement only are also shown for illustrative purposes.

device capacitance (in accumulation). However, this simple re-
lationship does not hold for thin oxides, and extracting a ac-
curate physical thickness fromC–Vcurves is increasingly dif-
ficult for oxide thicknesses at and below 2 nm. Two primary
effects, illustrated in Fig. 1, must be considered: quantum me-
chanical confinement, and the finite voltage drop across polysil-
icon gates (poly-Si depletion). To avoid the confusion often as-
sociated withC–V-derived film thickness, the following termi-
nology will be used. EOT is the equivalent thickness of SiO
that would produce the sameC–Vcurve as that obtained from
the alternate dielectric system. The capacitive effective thick-
ness (CET(V)) is simply the thickness that is derived directly
from the relationship CET(V) )/C(V), where is
the permittivity of free space, is the relative permittivity
of SiO , and C(V) is the capacitance at bias voltage V.

II. SIMULATORS

An ensemble of five of the most advanced, one-dimensional
(1-D) , quantum-mechanicalC–Vsoftware packages was used
in this comparison:

1) Quantum mechanicalC–V simulator developed by the
Device Group at UC Berkeley (Berkeley) [5];

2) Nanotechnology Engineering Modeling Program
(NEMO) [2], [11];

3) CVC, a program developed by Hauser [1], [10] at NCSU
(NCSU);
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Fig. 2. SimulatedC–V curves accounting for both QM confinement and
poly-Si depletion. Simulated parameters ared = 1.0 nm (1.086 nm for
NEMO), N = 1� 10 cm , and N = 1� 10 cm .

4) UTQuant developed at UT-Austin [4];
5) IBM’s Tqm_v6 [3].

Three programs are purely simulation packages; Berkeley,
NEMO, and UTQuant. NCSU is both a simulation and analysis
package, while IBM’s Tqm_v6 is only aC–Vanalysis program.
The simulators all assume a source of minority carriers in
the Si-substrate, and therefore produce ideal quasistaticC–V
curves, or curves obtained in transistor measurements.

In simulating C–V curves, Berkeley calculates the elec-
tron/hole distributions in both inversion and accumulation
derived by solving the Schrödinger and Poisson equations
self-consistently with the Fermi–Dirac distribution [5]. NEMO,
the most physically comprehensive of the ensemble, is a
nonequilibrium Green’s function simulator [2], [11]. In it,
fundamental physics—such as multiband scattering, inelastic
scattering, and interface roughness—can be simulated. NCSU
is based upon a model containing first order physics approx-
imations that can be rapidly calculated [1], [10]. UTQuant
is another self-consistent, QM Poisson solver [4]. IBM’s
Tqm_v6 is a fast QMC–Vanalysis program that is based upon
polynomial interpolation from the results of IBM’s extensive
QM simulations [3].

An n-channel MOS capacitor was chosen as the test struc-
ture to compare the various simulators. The MOS capacitor con-
sists of a p-type silicon substrate, ideal SiOgate dielectric,
and n-type poly-Si as the gate material. This idealized structure
was chosen in order to best compare the results of the simula-
tors themselves. The parameters of the capacitor were varied to
create a matrix ofC–Vcurves: oxide thickness, 1.0 nm,
2.0 nm, 3.0 nm, and 10.0 nm; silicon substrate doping, N

cm , cm , cm , and
cm ; and poly-Si doping, N cm ,
cm , and cm . An effort was made to insure that
comparable values were used for other parameters in the simula-
tions such as work functions because their default values some-
times varied between simulators. Our simulations were done

TABLE I
PARAMETERS EXTRACTED BY USING Tqm_v6. SIMULATED

PARAMETERS ARE: TOP,d = 1.0 nm, N = 1 � 10 cm , and
N = 1� 10 cm ; BOTTOM, d = 3.0 nm, N = 3� 10 cm ,

and N = 5� 10 cm . CET IS DETERMINED AT�2.5 V

from 5 V to 5 V in nominally 50 mV steps1 . It should be
noted that this voltage range can lead to artificially large elec-
tric fields in the thinnest devices simulated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figs. 1 and 2 show typicalC–Vsimulations for 3.0 nm
and for 1.0 nm, respectively (with the exception of the
thickness used in NEMO, which is nominally the same2). These
figures illustrate that the simulators are in qualitative agreement;
i.e., the overall shape of theC–Vcurves is the same for these four
different simulators. More specifically, the capacitance value at
the minimum is the same for the set. This agreement indicates
that the simulators agree on how substrate doping affects the
shape of theC–Vcurves. The flatband and threshold values of
theC–Vcurves are also in good agreement with the exception
that the default parameters used for UTQuant lead to a slight
shift with respect to the others. This agreement between the sim-
ulators, where some are based on very different fundamentals
(such as NSCU and NEMO) and others that have nominally the
same basis (i.e., UTQuant and Berkeley), instills confidence in
the overall capabilities of all these simulators.

However, there are systematic trends and important differ-
ences between the various simulators. The largest disparity is in
the values of the accumulation region capacitance. The NCSU
and Berkeley simulators tend to have the largest accumulation
capacitance for a given set of parameters, while NEMO and
UTQuant have a lower accumulation capacitance. This dis-
agreement leads toC–Vcurves that appear to be from devices
with different oxide thicknesses. On the other hand, there is
surprisingly little difference in the simulatedC–Vcurves in the
inversion region. It should be noted that there is slightly greater
variability (not shown) in the inversion capacitance when a
metal gate is simulated (i.e., no poly-Si depletion).

1The Berkeley simulator simulates data in steps that are uniform in Si-surface
potential, and are therefore not uniform in gate bias. A comparable number of
data points (200) were simulated

2In NEMO, a minimum mesh of the silicon lattice constant (0.271 547 nm) is
most physically realistic and gives consistent results. Therefore, the thicknesses
simulated in NEMO are near, but not exactly, the same as the nominal thickness
values
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In order to quantitatively determine the relationships among
the various simulators, we have used Tqm_v6, IBM’s QMC–V
analysis program, to extract a reduced set of parameters (or
assessment criteria) for each simulatedC–V curve. These ex-
tracted values are then used to compare the results for the simu-
lators. This analysis also compares the simulators with the cal-
culations utilized by Tqm_v6. Table I shows the extracted EOT,
CET, and N for two different sets of parameters; one set at

3.0 nm and the other set at 1.0 nm. There is little
variation in the extracted substrate doping values, as expected.
In addition, the extracted flatband values are also in moderate
agreement, as expected from the results shown in Figs. 1 and
2. The simulators are not in such strong agreement for EOT.
There is a maximum difference3 of 0.185 nm between the sim-
ulations for the 3.0 nm parameter set, and a maximum
difference of 0.189 nm for 1.0 nm. This illustrates that
the offset between simulators is not scaling with the thickness of
the SiO , and thus becomes a larger problem for thinner gate di-
electrics. The apparent thickness variability is a significant pro-
portion of the total film thickness (up to 20%). This observed
thickness variability is larger than the EOT thickness control
value ( 0.08 nm) required for the year 2001 by the 1999
ITRS [9]. We are currently investigating the possible physical
assumptions leading to differences between the various simu-
lators such as: the use of approximations for quantum effects
versus a full solution of the Schrödinger equation, wave func-
tion boundary conditions at the Si/SiOinterface, type of car-
rier statistics, and models for handling highly doped poly-Si. In
addition to a comprehensive understanding of the physical as-
sumptions, a detailed knowledge of the computational methods
used to solve the underlying physical equations is necessary to
fully understand why this suite of programs is not in exact agree-
ment in accumulation.

Although a significant discrepancy has been identified, it is
difficult experimentally to determine which simulator is most
“accurate.” Typically, physical thickness measurements have
minimum uncertainties on the order of 0.2 nm with regards
to accuracy. In addition, the active doping concentration and
profiles in the poly-Si gate affect the derived thickness and
therefore also must be determined accurately. Thus, while there
are systematic differences among the simulators they are in
agreement to levels that are experimentally verifiable. Choosing
the “most correct” one remains extremely challenging.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

While this extensive comparison ofC–V simulator/analysis
packages increases the confidence in the individual packages

3The maximum difference is determined from comparingd -
EOT(Tqm_v6) for the various simulators.

in this ensemble, important systematic differences in the re-
sulting C–V curves have been observed. The most noticeable
of these variations occurs in the accumulation capacitance re-
gion and leads to variations in extracted EOT on the order of
0.2 nm for total SiO film thicknesses in the range 1.0 nm to
3.0 nm. This thickness variation is a significant proportion of
the total film thickness—up to 20% of the total film thickness.
The demonstrated discrepancy illustrates that when reporting
experimentally derived electrical thickness results, it is impor-
tant to describe fully how these values were obtained. The same
experimental curve can lead to different extracted EOT values
depending upon which QM software is used for the analysis.
Therefore, it is essential that EOT results be presented consis-
tently and with sufficient detail to allow the technical commu-
nity to reliably compareC–V results.
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